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Gender Differences in Pathways to Faculty Career Satisfaction

Abstract
Women engineers are underrepresented in the U.S. workforce and at all levels in academia – undergraduate, graduate, postdoctoral, and all faculty ranks. One strategy for increasing the number of women engineering students and professionals is to increase the number of women faculty who teach, advise, and mentor students. For this reason, programs like NSF ADVANCE devote resources to improve institutional climate with the goal of recruiting, retaining, and advancing to leadership women STEM faculty.

As part of an NSF ADVANCE grant (NSF HRD 1409472), the University of Delaware (UD) initiated a biannual faculty climate survey in the spring of 2014. Because faculty satisfaction has been linked to retention and advancement, one goal of this survey is to better understand the relative importance of different aspects of faculty work life on career satisfaction and potential gender differences therein.

Based on earlier research and on data from the UD faculty climate survey, we used path analysis to examine potential gender differences in pathways to career satisfaction. The variables that we explored were formal and informal mentoring, academic resources (e.g., lab space, research assistants), collegial support, effectiveness of the department chair, and transparency of policies and procedures (e.g., for promotion and tenure, family leave).

Introduction

Faculty members satisfied with their careers are more likely to stay at their institutions and advance through the academic ranks. Institutions invest in programs to retain and develop faculty because turnover is expensive, time consuming, disruptive, and negatively impacts morale. In fields where women are underrepresented -- like engineering and many of the sciences -- it is especially important to understand the distinct processes that lead women faculty to job satisfaction. Literature on faculty satisfaction indicates that women are often less satisfied and more prone to departure than men. Dissatisfied faculty are more prone to burnout, which may partly explain why women faculty are more likely to experience slower career progression than men. Research into career satisfaction is an essential first step toward understanding how to improve retention and advancement of faculty.

Career satisfaction is a multifaceted construct that includes a number of possible factors such as: salary, workload, resources, access to networks and mentoring, collegial relationships and support, respectful treatment on the job, etc. But which factors are most important? How are they related? To explore these questions we conducted a study that builds upon the work of Bilimoria, et al. These researchers developed a conceptual model to understand career satisfaction for men and women faculty based on research indicating that perceptions of institutional leadership, institutional mentoring, internal academic resources, and internal relational supports are important factors.
Our study was conducted as part of UD’s National Science Foundation ADVANCE grant. This five-year grant aims to recruit, retain, and advance into leadership positions women faculty in STEM and the social sciences. We chose to build off the work of Bilimoria, et al. because their model for faculty career satisfaction directly relates to two key elements of our ADVANCE program: formal faculty mentoring and activities and networking for department chairs. These elements are described in the following section.

Our investigation of faculty career satisfaction had two stages. First, we re-tested the model from the earlier study\(^6\) to explore how well their results would transfer across institutions. Second, we added a new dimension – transparency of policy and procedure – to the model and tested it for men and women faculty. Model constructs, methods, and prior experimental results are described in the following section.

**Factors that contribute to faculty career satisfaction**

*Institutional leadership* refers to the effectiveness of the department chair. Department chairs – as distributors of resources and shapers of climate – have significant influence on faculty job satisfaction\(^1,3,4,6-8,11,34\). Research suggests that women are sometimes excluded from the inner circles of power within a department, and thus, may not benefit from chair leadership to the same extent as men. This factor is especially significant to our study because at our institution the ADVANCE team works with department chairs as a means of improving departmental microclimates to foster faculty job satisfaction. Department chairs receive little formal training as administrators\(^45\) so it is understandable that they encounter situations (such as a pregnant faculty member) that they’re not readily prepared to handle. Our primary aims through our department chair activities are (1) to provide information and case studies on policies and procedures that affect faculty work life and advancement, and (2) to provide space for discussion so that chairs may network and learn from each other’s experiences.

*Institutional mentoring*, in this context, refers to formal (institutionalized with explicit policies and procedures) and informal (mentees choose their own mentors) mentoring found within a faculty member’s primary unit, outside the primary unit but within the university, and outside the university. Numerous studies report the importance of mentoring – formal and informal – for objective and subjective career success, and that women tend to have fewer network connections, and, thus, fewer mentoring opportunities than men\(^13,14,36,47\). At UD, formal faculty mentoring has been established in targeted STEM departments, including in the College of Engineering, through a prior NSF ADVANCE-PAID grant. The formal mentor is a senior faculty member assigned, with mutual agreement, by the department chair to an assistant professor. The role of the formal mentor is to assist the junior faculty member in accessing and navigating department, college, and university policies and procedures. The mentor and junior faculty member are encouraged to meet formally at least twice a semester. ADVANCE provides mentor training and a detailed checklist of topics to discuss during meetings to help guide the interactions.

*Internal academic resources* refer to the resources available within a primary academic unit (often the department), such as lab and office space, equipment, research and teaching assistants, technical/administrative support, and research-supportive workloads (e.g., course and/or service reductions). Perceptions of access to, and fairness of the distribution of, resources are important
factors in faculty career satisfaction\cite{19,38}. Several studies report gender disparities in lab/office space, teaching/service loads, and other types of research support\cite{19,27}.

*Internal relational support* refers to collegial relationships among departmental colleagues of a type that make a faculty member feel valued, included, supported, and respected by her peers. Such supports are important to career satisfaction, in part, because they provide opportunities for collaboration, assistance, and information. Perhaps due to low representation, women faculty report feelings of isolation and, thus, may not receive the same internal relational supports as men\cite{3,4,12,15,24,25,27,35,39}. Yet, collegial exchange may be even more important for women than for men in finding job satisfaction\cite{4,12}.
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*Figure 1* Bilimoria’s (2006) hypothesized model (Model 1)

Based on the above background, Bilimoria, et al. propose hypotheses (H₁-H₈) that aim to spell out potential pathways to career satisfaction (Figure 1).

- H₁: Perceptions of internal academic resources will be positively related to ratings of job satisfaction.
- H₂: Perceptions of internal relational supports will be positively related to ratings of job satisfaction.
- H₃, H₄, and H₅: Perceptions of institutional leadership will be positively related to ratings of job satisfaction (H₃), internal academic resources (H₄), and internal relational supports (H₅).
- H₆, H₇, and H₈: Perceptions of institutional mentoring will be positively related to internal academic resources (H₇), and internal relational supports (H₈), and ratings of academic job satisfaction (H₆).

Bilimoria, et al. also propose the following gender-related hypotheses:

- H₉: The path coefficients from perception of institutional leadership to academic resources (H₄) and from there to job satisfaction (H₁), will be smaller for female than for male faculty.
- H₁₀: The path coefficients from perceptions of leadership and from mentoring to internal relational supports (H₅, H₈) and from there to job satisfaction (H₂), will be larger for female than for male faculty.
To test their hypotheses, Bilimoria et al. used data from a faculty climate survey at a private, research-intensive Midwestern university. The faculty population whose responses were used in the study was the university’s full-time, non-medical-school faculty (N=248; response rate 39%). The sample’s gender distribution was 100 female (17 professors, 31 associate professors, 30 assistant professors, 18 instructors, 4 lecturers) and 148 male (79 professors, 33 associate professors, 28 assistant professors, 5 instructors, 3 lecturers). Bilimoria et al. note that although the sample indicates a large difference in rank between the genders, it is representative of the university faculty at large. They used a path analytic approach to test the model shown in Fig. 1, as well as the gender-related hypotheses 9 and 10.

Bilimoria and colleagues found that both men and women view leadership and mentoring as influencing job satisfaction, with internal academic resources and internal relational supports as mediators (H_1, H_2, H_4, H_5, H_8 were confirmed.) They found no direct relationship between leadership and job satisfaction (H_3), or between mentoring and satisfaction (H_6). While they did find a connection between perceptions of mentoring and perceptions of internal relational supports (H_7), there was no significant relationship between mentoring and internal academic resources (H_7). As predicted, the following gender effects were supported by the data. The path coefficients from leadership to resources to job satisfaction was smaller for women than for men (H_9). The path coefficients from leadership to job satisfaction, as mediated by relational supports, were larger for women than for men (H_{10}).

**Current Study**

The current study includes two models of faculty satisfaction. Model 1 is the hypothesized model of Bilimoria, et al. (Fig. 1). We re-tested their model with the goal of identifying the extent to which it would generalize to a different type of institution. It is important to know which experiences of faculty life pertain to a broad range of institutions and which are associated with local policies, practices, and climate. When conducting quantitative studies of academic life it can be difficult to achieve large sample sizes (as Bilimoria et al. note as a limitation of their study). Identifying contexts where data may be aggregated meaningfully across institutions can lead to larger sample sizes and more robust results.

Model 2 explores factors and processes not considered in the original study. We added a new dimension to the faculty-satisfaction model – transparency of policies and procedures. Local data indicate that all faculty groups, regardless of race, gender, or discipline, are concerned about lack of transparency in policies and procedures. Transparency occurs when policies and procedures (promotion and tenure documents, workload policies, family-friendly policies, etc.) are clearly stated, readily available, and uniformly communicated. Our conceptual framework is centered upon the idea that the roles of department chairs and institutional mentors are similar with respect to communication of policies and procedures. Department chairs interpret and implement policies within the department; institutional mentors assist colleagues in acquiring policy descriptions and understanding how they work in practice.

Based on this background, we hypothesized relationships between transparency and each existing model construct (Fig. 2). Research has shown that retention, advancement, and satisfaction of faculty are positively associated with transparency. Transparency can make a difference in resource distribution, such as teaching and research assistants, adjusted workloads,
and other types of support\textsuperscript{4,30,32}. Policies and procedures, especially the elements that are implicit or not clearly stated, are often communicated through internal relational supports\textsuperscript{42,47}.

**Faculty Career Satisfaction Model 2**
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**Figure 2** Hypothesized Model of Academic Job Satisfaction (Model 2). This figure shows proposed expansions to Bilimoria, et al.’s model, with their original hypotheses in light blue. New hypotheses (11-15), which involve the transparency of policies and procedures, are labeled.

- \(H_{11}, H_{12}\): Perceptions of transparency will be positively related to career satisfaction ratings \((H_{11})\) and to perceptions of internal academic resources \((H_{12})\).
- \(H_{13}\): Perceptions of internal relational supports will be positively related to perceptions of transparency.
- \(H_{14}\): Perceptions of effective leadership will be positively related to perceptions of transparency.
- \(H_{15}\): Perceptions of institutional mentoring will be positively related to perceptions of transparency.

Research shows that men often have greater access to the internal power structures within a department (e.g., chairs), mentoring, and internal relational supports than women\textsuperscript{4,32,42,47}. We expect that the relationship between leadership, mentoring, and internal relational supports, on one hand, and transparency, on the other, will be greater for men than for women. Due to these lower levels of perceived transparency for women, the impact of transparency on internal relational supports will also be smaller. Assuming \(H_{11} – H_{15}\), men are, thus, more likely than women to view policies and procedures as transparent.

- \(H_{16}\): The path coefficients from institutional leadership, institutional mentoring, and internal relational supports to perceived transparency \((H_{13}, H_{14}, H_{15})\) will be smaller for women than for men.
- \(H_{17}\): The path coefficient from transparency of policies and procedures to internal academic resources \((H_{12})\), will be smaller for women than for men.

**Methodology**

**Participants**

We conducted the study at our home institution, the University of Delaware (UD). UD is a research-intensive, suburban, land-grant university with a private charter located on the east
coast. Data were collected via a faculty climate survey in spring 2014. The survey was developed using faculty climate surveys tested and implemented at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and at the Rochester Institute of Technology. Some questions were taken directly from Bilimoria, et al.’s survey to reproduce their work with a high degree of fidelity. Finally, questions were added and refined to reflect the specific climate and history at our institution.

The original sample consisted of 644 full-time faculty members on and off the tenure track. Because the professional experiences of faculty off the tenure track vary considerably with college and workload assignment, we limited our final sample to tenured or tenure-track faculty. Likewise, because the focus of the study is on differences between the perceptions of male and female faculty, those who did not indicate gender were not included in the final sample. Finally, after dropping respondents who did not answer all study questions, the sample consisted of 260 faculty. Among the 114 women in the final sample, 30 were assistant professors, 48 were associate professors, and 36 were full professors. Among the 146 men in the final sample, 23 were assistant professors, 49 were associate professors, and 74 were full professors. The rank and gender distribution in the final sample is very close to representative of the full faculty in 2014. With respect to race and ethnicity, the sample was predominantly white (83%). Other subsamples were too small to allow for study of differences between races or ethnicities.

Measures
Tables 1 and 2 list all questionnaire items used to study models 1 and 2, respectively. Responses were given on a four-point Likert scale. Items under the headings “Academic job satisfaction,” “Effective Institutional leadership,” “Institutional mentoring,” “Internal academic resources,” and “Internal relational supports” are almost identical to the questions used by Bilimoria, et al. to enable comparison between the two studies.

Model 2 adds to model 1 factors associated with transparency of work policies and procedures, as shown in Figure 2. Table 3 lists questionnaire items used in the study to measure transparency of policies and procedures, along with confirmatory factor analysis parameters. Fourteen questions were grouped into four subscales: work and policies, departmental merit-pay policies, sabbatical policies, and parental and family polices. Participants responded to the items using a 4-point scale, from 1 = not at all clearly to 4 = very clearly. The reliability of the survey was measured by Cronbach’s alpha coefficient = .87. Because these items were new to our study, we examined the construct validity using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). The analysis conducted on the sample supported the survey as four-factor model, yielding good fit indices: $\chi^2 = 117.39$ (70, N=260), p < .001; CFI = .99, RMSEA = .075, and WRMR = .83.

Table 1: Questionnaire items used in the study, Model 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic job satisfaction</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Please indicate how satisfied you are with each of the following dimensions of your professional life (1 very dissatisfied, 2 dissatisfied, 3 satisfied, 4 very satisfied).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall experience of community at this university</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall experience of collegiality in your primary unit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall experience of being a faculty member in your primary unit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching load</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching and research balance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effective institutional leadership</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements regarding the head/chair of your department or primary unit (1 strongly disagree, 2 disagree, 3 agree, 4 strongly agree).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is an effective administrator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Helps me obtain the resources I need
Articulates a clear vision for the department
Provides teaching-development opportunities
Shares resources/opportunities fairly
Involves me in important decision-making processes

Institutional mentoring
Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements regarding mentoring you receive. Mentoring is defined as formal or informal advocacy aimed at your career advancement and development (1 strongly disagree, 2 disagree, 3 agree, 4 strongly agree).
To what extent do you receive formal mentoring within your primary unit?
To what extent do you receive informal mentoring within your primary unit?
To what extent do you receive formal mentoring outside your primary unit, but within UD?
To what extent do you receive informal mentoring outside your primary unit, but within UD?
To what extent do you receive formal mentoring outside UD?
To what extent do you receive informal mentoring outside UD?

Internal academic resources
Please indicate your level of satisfaction with the availability of the following resources within your department (1 very dissatisfied, 2 dissatisfied, 3 satisfied, 4 very satisfied).
- Support for professional development (including, but not limited to, travel funds)
- Computers/equipment and technical support
- Clerical, secretarial support
- Adjustments to/reductions in teaching load
- Adjustments to/reductions in student advising responsibilities
- Adjustments to/reductions in service/committee assignments

Internal relational supports
Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about your department or primary unit (1 strongly disagree, 2 disagree, 3 agree, 4 strongly agree).
- Colleagues in my department or primary unit value my work.
- Colleagues in my department or primary unit can be trusted.
- Colleagues in my department or primary unit provide me feedback about research/scholarly issues.
- Colleagues in my department or primary unit solicit my opinions about scholarly issues.
- Colleagues in my department or primary unit solicit my opinions about professional activities.
- I feel professionally welcome and included by colleagues in my department or primary unit.

Table 2 Questionnaire items and confirmatory factor analysis of the Transparency of Policies & Procedures Scale, Model 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor and Items</th>
<th>Loading</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor 1: How clearly are your departmental workload policies communicated …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 … in departmental documents?</td>
<td>.927</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>61.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 … by your department chair?</td>
<td>.966</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>65.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 … by other faculty in your department?</td>
<td>.807</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>30.262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 2: How clearly are your departmental merit pay policies communicated …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 … in departmental documents?</td>
<td>.934</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>57.298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 … by your department chair?</td>
<td>.976</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>75.268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 … by other faculty in your department?</td>
<td>.857</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>33.807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 3: How clearly have university’s sabbatical policies and procedures been communicated to you …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1 … in writing (faculty handbook, collective bargaining agreement, etc.)?</td>
<td>.813</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>28.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 … by your department chair?</td>
<td>.943</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>62.675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3 … by other faculty in your department?</td>
<td>.912</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>49.903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4 … by other sources within UD</td>
<td>.793</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>27.533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 4: How clearly is UD’s parental and family leave communicated to faculty …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1 … in writing (faculty handbook, collective bargaining agreement, etc.)?</td>
<td>.791</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>25.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2 … by your department chair?</td>
<td>.978</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>81.373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3 … by other faculty in your department?</td>
<td>.933</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>57.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4 … by other sources within university</td>
<td>.854</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>32.603</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Loading = standardized factor loading; SE = standard error; z = robust z score.
Data analysis
We used path analysis to investigate the hypothesized relationships between all the variables as well as to evaluate the overall model fit of the hypothesized model. To test the gender differences in the hypothesized models, we conducted path analysis separately for male and female faculty. We used Mplus 7.3 to examine the factor structure with robust weighted least squares (WLSMV) estimator and the proposed model with full information maximum likelihood (ML) estimator. We employed four indices to evaluate the model fit: chi-square value, Comparative Fit Index (CFI), the Root Mean-Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), and the Standardized Root Mean-Square Residual (SRMR).

As commonly used in the research literature\textsuperscript{20,26}, we used a criterion of greater than or equal to .95 for comparative fit index (CFI). In addition, a model is viewed as have “good” fit if the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) and Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) values are less than or equal to .08, respectively\textsuperscript{18}.

Results

Descriptive statistics, correlations, and Cronbach’s alpha are presented in Table 3. Because the current study focuses on gender differences, we used T-tests to look for differences in how female and male faculty perceived communication of policies and procedures, academic resources, effective institutional leadership, institutional mentoring, internal relational support, and job satisfaction. T-test results are presented in Table 4. We find only one significant difference: female faculty perceive receiving institutional mentoring to a greater extent than do male faculty. Bilimoria, et al. report a similar result, which they explain by the predominance of full professors among the male faculty in their sample. Our sample is similar in that it includes a large number of male full professors compared to female. Full professors generally receive less mentoring than junior faculty, so within our sample one might expect the male subsample to perceive receiving less mentoring than the female. We tested for gender differences within rank subsamples (assistant professors, associate professors, full professors) and indeed found no significant gender differences. This result suggests that Bilimoria, et al. are correct in interpreting their observed gender difference as related to rank.

Bilimoria, et al. observe differences between male and female faculty with respect to effective institutional leadership, internal relational supports, and job satisfaction. That we don’t may suggest that institution-specific factors affect these measures.

Table 3 Descriptive statistics, correlations, and Cronbach’s alpha

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor scores</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Policies and procedures</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Academic resources</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>.47**</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Institutional leadership</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.49**</td>
<td>.51**</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Relational support</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.45**</td>
<td>.30**</td>
<td>.34**</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Institutional mentoring</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>.21**</td>
<td>.14**</td>
<td>.27**</td>
<td>.31**</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Job satisfaction</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.50**</td>
<td>.61**</td>
<td>.54**</td>
<td>.55**</td>
<td>.24**</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. ** p < .001. Values in parentheses are coefficients of internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha) for each subscale.
Table 4 T-test of gender differences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>T value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policies and procedures</td>
<td>2.35 (.72)</td>
<td>2.32 (.68)</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic resources</td>
<td>2.77 (.60)</td>
<td>2.65 (.62)</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>2.90 (.72)</td>
<td>2.83 (.74)</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Support</td>
<td>2.80 (.68)</td>
<td>2.76 (.70)</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentoring</td>
<td>2.01 (.60)</td>
<td>2.20 (.65)</td>
<td>-2.46*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction</td>
<td>2.92 (.60)</td>
<td>2.84 (.56)</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. * p < .05.

Model 1 Results  Figure 3 shows the results of the path analysis for model 1. The top figure (a) shows results for the female subsample and the bottom figure (b) shows results for the male subsample. Only significant paths are included in the figures.

Figure 3a: Model 1 Results -- Significant Path Coefficients, Female Faculty

Figure 3b: Model 1 Results -- Significant Path Coefficients, Male Faculty

Figure 3 (a) Significant path coefficients for female faculty for model 1. Note, *** p<.001, ** p<.01. Fit statistics for the model are χ² = 4.493, df = 3, CFI = .992, SRMR = .040, RMSEA = .065. (b) Significant path coefficients for male faculty for model 1. Note, *** p<.001, ** p<.01. Fit statistics for the model are χ² = 7.494, df = 3, CFI = .972, SRMR = .047, RMSEA = .102.

Our results are similar to those of Bilimoria, et al. in many respects. Like the earlier study, we find that women and men both view leadership and mentoring as influencing job satisfaction, with internal academic resources and internal relational supports as mediators (H₁, H₂, H₄, H₅, H₈). We find no direct relationship between mentoring and satisfaction (H₆). We find a significant relationship between perceptions of mentoring and perceptions of internal relational...
supports (H₈), but not between mentoring and internal academic resources (H₇). With respect to the predicted gender effects, like Bilimoria, et al., we find path coefficients from leadership to job satisfaction, as mediated by relational supports, are larger for women than for men (H₁₀). However, with respect to H₉, our results are mixed. The path coefficient from leadership to resources is smaller for women than for men, as predicted. However, the path coefficient from resources to job satisfaction is larger for women. We determine a total path coefficient by multiplying coefficients of the sub-paths. For women the total path coefficient from leadership to job satisfaction through internal academic resources is .478*.416 = .1988. For men it is .531*.370=.1965. Therefore, unlike the earlier study, our data do not fully support H₉.

Our results also differ from the earlier study in that we observe a direct relationship between effective institutional leadership and job satisfaction (H₃). This finding is significant because it suggests that the emphasis we place on working with department chairs through our ADVANCE grant is well placed. See conclusions, below, for details.

**Model 2 Results** Figure 4 shows significant path coefficients for (a) women faculty and (b) men faculty. Compared to model 1, model 2 results indicate more differences between how male and female faculty arrive at job satisfaction.

**Figure 4a: Model 2 Results -- Significant Path Coefficients, Female Faculty**

- Effective Institutional Leadership → Internal Academic Resources: .478***
- Internal Academic Resources → Internal Relational Supports: .272***
- Internal Relational Supports → Transparency of Policies & Procedures: .259***
- Transparency of Policies & Procedures → Academic Job Satisfaction: .229***

**Figure 4b: Model 2 Results -- Significant Path Coefficients, Male Faculty**

- Effective Institutional Leadership → Internal Academic Resources: .531***
- Internal Academic Resources → Internal Relational Supports: .468***
- Internal Relational Supports → Transparency of Policies & Procedures: .298***
- Transparency of Policies & Procedures → Academic Job Satisfaction: .296***

**Figure 4** (a) Significant path coefficients for female faculty for model 2. Note, ***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05. Fit statistics for the model are χ² = 8.770, df = 6, CFI = .987, SRMR = .047, RMSEA = .063. (b) Significant path coefficients for male faculty for model 2. Note, ***p<.001, **p<.01. Fit statistics for the model are χ² = 26.671, df = 6, CFI = .918, SRMR = .109, RMSEA = .155.
Starting with effective institutional leadership, both women and men view leadership as influencing job satisfaction with internal academic resources as a mediator (H1, H4). Women see a pathway to career satisfaction directly from leadership (H3) as well as indirectly from leadership through internal relational supports (H5). For women there is a pathway from leadership to transparency of policies and procedures (H16), but it does not continue on to job satisfaction (H11). In contrast, men see an indirect pathway from effective leadership to job satisfaction through transparency of policies and procedures (H16, H13), but not through internal relational supports. H14 -- a positive relationship between mentoring and internal academic resources -- is not supported by the data for men or for women.

Both women and men view mentoring as influencing job satisfaction with internal relational supports as mediator (H2, H8). For women, this is the only significant relationship between mentoring and job satisfaction. Neither men nor women see a direct pathway from institutional mentoring to clarity of policies and procedures (H15). However, men find an indirect pathway from mentoring to job satisfaction through internal relational supports (H2) to transparency of policies and procedures (H13), and on to academic job satisfaction (H11). We find no significant direct path from mentoring to job satisfaction for women or men (H6). Neither men nor women see mentoring as related to internal academic resources (H7).

We hypothesized that clarity of policies and procedures would be positively related to internal academic resources for men and women (H12). The double-headed arrow in Figure 4b indicates a significantly positive association between these two variables for men. The data do not support a relationship between these two variables for women.

Turning to the gender-related hypotheses, as above with model 1, we see that the path coefficients from leadership and mentoring to internal relational supports and on to job satisfaction are larger for women than for men, as predicted (H9). Results for H10 are once again mixed. The path coefficient from leadership to internal academic resources is smaller for women than for men, as predicted. However, the path coefficient from internal academic resources to job satisfaction is larger for women than for men. The data therefore do not fully support the hypothesis, but it is the case that the total path coefficient for men (.531*.396 = .2103) is greater than for women (478*.416 = .1988).

With respect to the gender-related hypotheses, the data support H16 but not H17. The path coefficients from institutional leadership, institutional mentoring, and internal relational supports to perceived transparency are smaller for women than for men (H16). Indeed, for women there is no significant relationship between mentoring or internal relational supports to perceived transparency. The data do not support H17 because there is no significant path from transparency of policies and procedures to internal academic resources for either men or women.

Conclusions

Our study elucidates pathways to job satisfaction for men and women faculty members at a research-intensive ADVANCE institution. We compare our results to similar earlier work and find a number of consistencies. Both studies show that effective institutional leadership (department chair) and institutional mentoring influence job satisfaction for men and women.
faculty with internal academic resources and internal relational supports as mediating processes. In both studies women place more weight on the pathways from leadership and from mentoring to job satisfaction through internal relational supports than men do. This result reinforces the importance of inclusive and respectful interactions among colleagues in academic departments. It is especially important in fields where women are underrepresented, for example, in many science and engineering disciplines or humanities such as philosophy.

Our results diverge from the earlier work in two key ways. First, we see a direct path from leadership to job satisfaction for women and men that Bilimoria, et al. do not. This result suggests that at our institution it is important to focus on chair development directly. Second, our data do not support the hypothesis that pathways to job satisfaction through internal academic resources are stronger for men than for women. Thus, improving faculty access to resources such as professional-development funding or reduced teaching or service loads at UD may improve job satisfaction for both men and women faculty. These differences between our results and those of Bilimoria, et al. suggest that elements of faculty satisfaction depend on local factors. It may not be straightforward to aggregate data sets across institutions.

Impact on ADVANCE work
Focusing on model 2, our results show that departmental leaders influence job satisfaction differently for men and women. Women in our study arrive at job satisfaction from leadership through three pathways – directly, through internal academic resources, and through internal relational supports. Men have two pathways – through internal academic resources and through clarity of policies and procedures.

This difference has implications for our ADVANCE work with department chairs in a number of ways. First, model 2 results reinforce the above suggestion that strengthening chairs’ skills as effective leaders will increase women faculty’s job satisfaction. This may present an opportunity for our ADVANCE team to collaborate with other campus units who work with chairs on building skills directly related to administration and leadership. Second, chairs should be encouraged and enabled to demonstrate and establish the expectation of collegiality and inclusion in their departments. This message could be delivered to chairs in a number of ways: e.g., in our ADVANCE chair activities, from deans, and from the provost. Third, chairs should be encouraged to pursue equitable distribution of departmental resources to support faculty careers. Finally, our study suggests that men derive career satisfaction from transparency of policies and procedures more than women do. We will continue to work with chairs (and upper administrators) on clarifying the intentions and uses of these policies.

Model 2 results also have implications for our formal mentoring program. As described above, its intention is to increase junior faculty’s familiarity with policies and procedures to help them navigate and advance through their careers. However, our results suggest that for women, mentoring is more related to collegiality within a department than to transparency of policies and procedures. However, the study questions grouped together formal and informal mentoring, and additional analysis of the climate survey reveal that women faculty perceive higher levels of informal mentoring than formal. Moreover, at our institution formal mentoring is supported primarily in STEM departments, where women faculty are underrepresented at UD. Therefore, Model 2 results are likely primarily reflective of women’s perception of informal mentoring.
UD’s ADVANCE team is working with the deans and the faculty senate to extend formal mentoring to all departments at UD. It would be instructive to repeat this study in the future – when more faculty, especially women, have experienced formal mentoring – to see if pathways from mentoring to transparency of policies and procedures (and on to career satisfaction) are established for women.

Limitations and Future Work

Our study was limited in many of the same ways as the earlier work. Specifically, our sample was relatively small and unevenly distributed among the academic ranks. It would be preferable to study male and female subpopulations controlled by rank. Because the focus of our ADVANCE work is to increase the recruitment, retention, and advancement of women STEM and social science faculty, we would like to disaggregate the male and female subsamples by academic discipline. Because path analysis requires a relatively large sample size, to do so would require a much higher survey response rate. Path analysis may not be the best method to study these more detailed questions within a single small or mid-sized institution; large universities may fare better. We have also shown that there may be pitfalls associated with aggregating data sets across institutions to increase sample size. However, it may be possible to identify and collaborate with institutions similar enough to study together. In the meantime, to compile a more comprehensive picture of the faculty experience on our campus, we complement our quantitative research with qualitative studies, including write-in answers on surveys, faculty interviews and exit interviews.

This research was supported by NSF grant number 1409472.
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